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The Portuguese Government has recently approved changes to the legal regime
Unfair Trade Practices regime- of Unfair Trade Practices. This update will enter into force on 1 January 2020
and will markedly change the rules currently in force.
brought into alignment with
This reform will bring regulation on unfair trade practices more in line with
competition law—January 2020
competition law and aims to render the system more efficient and more
implementation
coherent. In that sense, practices of discriminatory pricing and the refusal to sell
goods and services will now be exclusively regulated by competition law and the
& Competition law; Portugal;
PCA will be responsible for enforcing them.
Price discrimination; Refusal to
Moreover, keeping with trends at EU level, new rules to protect small and
supply; Regulatory bodies; Small
medium-sized suppliers have been created with the aim of promoting a more
and medium-sized enterprises;
balanced rapport between parties (on pricing matters, on sales conditions, etc.).
Unfair commercial practices
Finally, ASAE, the public entity responsible for the enforcement of rules against
unfair trade practices, will soon be able to order interim measures and periodic
penalty payments against prima facie evidence of infringement of unfair trade
practices rules.
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On 12 July 2019, the NMCC found that the main milk producers had entered into
anti-competitive information exchanges (at the national and regional level) on
Spain
raw cow’s milk purchase prices and volumes purchased from farmers and milk
suppliers. Altogether, the fines amount to €80.6 million.
The said exchanges of strategic information took place in different forums and
ANTI-COMPETITIVE involved different subject matters, although all of them had the common
objective of agreeing to and adopting a joint strategy to control the raw cow's
AGREEMENTS
milk wholesale supply market. This information would have allowed the
Cow's milk supply marketcompanies to adjust their behaviour and avoid offering better prices and
information exchanges—
commercial conditions to the farmers, limiting competition in the raw milk
infringement decision—fine
wholesale supply market.
imposed
Interestingly, it should be noted that the case was first examined and decided
upon in 2015. However, the High Court found on appeal that the NMCC had
^ Anti-competitive practices;
incurred in a procedural error during the investigation and ordered the
Fines; Information; Milk; National proceedings to be brought back to the moment immediately prior to the error.
competition authorities; Spain
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